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Because this meeting is administrative only, no public notice in the Federal Register was 
required, but also no deliberations can be made during an administrative meeting.  This type of 
meeting is primarily for the purpose of debriefing and planning. 
 
2017 Annual Report has been delivered to FEMA, although not yet posted online), and a Task 
Memo (attached to this report) with three requests forwarded to TMAC on March 8: increasing 
flood insurance coverage, communicating uncertainty, prioritizing unmapped areas.    
 
With the delivery of the Annual Report, the Chairmanship of the TMAC has passed from John 
Dorman to the new TMAC-elected Chair, Jeff Sparrow.  Doug Bellomo of the Army Corps 
(formerly of FEMA) has accepted the position of Vice Chair. 
 
As appointees to TMAC cannot serve more than 4 years, and my 4 years expire October 1, 2018, 
I had recruited and NSPS has accepted my recommendation for Jim Nadeau, LS, CFM of Maine 
to be nominated to FEMA as the next surveying member on TMAC.   
  
Objectives for this meeting was to organize into subcommittees to address the 2018 tasks from 
Roy Wright, Deputy Associate Administrator for Insurance and Mitigation (FEMA).  TMAC had 
also suggested topics to address, so the issue is how to fold the two together if we hope to 
accomplish more than just the assigned tasks. The schedule is highly compressed due to not 
beginning until mid-March and hoping to have a final draft by late September. 
 
FEMA presented what they considered their “Moonshots”: 

 Double insurance coverage  

 Quadruple investment in mitigation by 2023. 
. 
The TMAC members present identified their preferred task to work on, but they will not be 
finalized until those unable to attend have indicated, so that there are even numbers in each 
group and also a committee chair identified. 
 
 We were presented with a highly compressed schedule to complete the draft final report by 
the end of September., but the month of June will be problematic as FEMA stated that our 
usual technical assistance (note taking, editing, etc.) will not be available then so we will be 
hampered in compiling and processing our report sections.  
 
In other non-TMAC news, the work group for the Elevation Certificate is still in session, 
although we still have not seen any drafts for review.  There is nothing to share at this point, 
but I will do so when given something that NSPS may wish to comment on. 
 


